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Judgment aggregation

Interdisciplinary research area: economics, philosophy,

political science, law and computer science

Problem: democratic decision making on a set of logically

depending propositions

Main question: How can a group of individuals make

consistent collective judgments on a set of propositions on

the basis of the group members’ individual judgments?



An example

Bob’s family is democratically planning their week-end hiking:

Mood Time Hiking

Mum: Yes Yes Yes

Dad: Yes No No

Bob: No Yes No

Majority: Yes Yes ?

Mood & Time ⇒ Hiking

Discursive dilemma: conclusion-based vs. premise-based rule



Moral

Majority voting, the paradigmatic democratic aggregation rule,

fails to guarantee consistent collective judgments whenever the

decision problem in question exceeds a certain level of

complexity



Some aggregation rules

majority voting

unanimity rule

dictatorships

premise-based rule

conclusion-based rule



Impossibility theorem

Four conditions on aggregation rules:

1 Universal domain

2 Collective rationality

3 Systematicity

4 Anonymity

Theorem. There is no aggregation rule satisfying 1-4.



Avoiding the impossibility

Aim: to identify how far we need to modify conventional

democratic principles in order to find workable solutions to

judgment aggregation problems

Modifying the four conditions:

1 Universal domain −→ unidimensional alignment

2 Collective rationality −→ supermajority rule

3 Systematicity −→ premise-based rule

4 Anonymity



Other aggregation problems

1 Preference aggregation (Condorcet paradox): special

case of judgment aggregation

2 Probability aggregation: no impossibility result



Futher research directions

1 Investigating the role of experts and giving different

individuals different weights depending on their expertise

2 Studying the relationship between aggregative and

deliberative modes of decision-making. Letting people to

exchange and share information, communicate with each

other and update their beliefs.



An example

Suppose that three judges have to reach a verdict in a

breach-of-contract case. There are three propositions on

which the court is required to make judgments:

p: The defendant was contractually obliged not to do a

particular action

q : The defendant did that action

r : The defendant is liable for breach of contract

According to legal doctrine, propositions p and q are jointly

necessary and sufficient for proposition r (p& q ⇔ r))



An example

Judgments of the three judges:
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Discursive dilemma: conclusion-based vs. premise-based rule


